Finally there is an automatic and mechanical forklift attachment for safely placing any steel or plastic tight head or removable lid drum from the vertical to horizontal position. **No Manhandling, No Downtime and most important— No Accidents!** The operator simply lifts and lowers the forklift mast while backing slightly to alternately lock and unlock the hinged front tines. The ingenious plunger-latch assembly does all the work. Take drums to and from rack storage areas, drain racks or other locations while simply and safely manipulating them from position to position! A welded safety chain secures the DU-SOM attachment safely to the forklift. *Fork tines are covered with polyethylene sleeves to protect drum from dents/scratches.* Contact us today for an on-site demonstration or free-trial!

**SPECIFICATIONS:**

- **Length:** 65.5”
- **Fork Pockets:** 7.5”W x 2.75”H
- **Width:** 26”
- **Fork Centers:** 24.5”
- **Height:** 22”
- **Capacity:** 800 Pounds (364Kg)
- **Weight:** 215#

*Optional “Faucet-Spacer” also available!*